
 
 

PROGRAMME VOT-EU 

18/03/2019 

Stand in the premises of United Societies of Balkans with informative material and gadgets about 

European Union and EU Elections 2019. 

20/03/2019 

9:30-10:30: Conference (1) 

‚The European Elections of 2019 and the Future of Europe. It will host experts (Aristodimos 

Paraschou, Ermioni Triantafullou, Yannis Kourtis).  

Aristodimos Paraschou: Youth and the EU elections 2019 

Ermioni Triantafullou: Refugees’ Crisis and the EU elections 2019 

Yannis Kourtis: Hate Speech from European Politicians 

10:30-12:00:  Workshop (1) 

‚The EP: from past to present (historic decisions of the European Parliament and their impact on 

the daily lives of the European citizens).  

Yannis Kourtis: Presentation about EP and historic moments, ‚EP: from Past to Present‛ 

Non-Formal Activities:  

1. What the EU’s Values and Principles mean in Practice? 

2. Who does what in the EU? 

12:00-14:00: Open debates (2) 

‚What do you want from the next European Parliament: expectations and hopes‛ Expectations 

and Hopes will be expressed and a document with all the narratives will be developed. 

1. Brexit- film-  for and against. What if your country would leave the union.  

2. How do you feel the migration crisis in your country? how can  the union solve the migration 

problem? 

3. What if potential candidates join EU: Turkey, Albania, Serbia 

4. Make a list of matters that you would like to be resolved in the European Parliament on a piece of 

paper (eg. the parliament has limited the consumption of plastic bags in stores) 

5. Referring to the 10 EU priorities: range all of them, by expressing your opinion 



 
 

 Job growth and investment: What can we do for the increse the number of job for you 

people? 

 Digital single market 

 Energy union and climate 

 Internal market 

 A deeper and fairer economic and monetary union 

 Free trade: do you know a product which is produced in diffrend part of EU 

 Justice and fundamental rights 

 Migration 

 A stronger global actor 

 Democratic change 

6. Take 3 problems: unemployment, migration, economy and give them a range from 1 to 3. Take 2 

people with different result for explaining their choice. 

7. Yannis Kourtis: Presentation: 2019 European Election ‘Could Be the most Decisive yet’ on future of 

EU 

 

14:00-16:00: Community Meetings (2) 

Why voting is important? A political debate will be held on the European Elections with 

volunteers and citizens. 

Non-formal Activities 

1. Paper on seats: Do you want coffee? Yes? Dictatorship 

Anarchy: I will put just 2 cups of tea and coffee and send 8 people to take a drink  

 Simple voting. During the break, should I do coffee or tea? 

The losers: how they felt? Winners: how they felt as well? Is this fear? 

Do we accept the majority choice? What if we did not take part in the vote, how do we feel drinking now? 

 

2. A film about Democracy, Dictatorship, Anarchy - Division of people into groups and conduction of 

discussions on how Europe would look like if they were in the railroad of some of these. 

3. Questions under the chair: What is voting for you? Are you going to vote as a family custom? Do you 

think that your votes have an actual meaning? Will you vote this year and Europe? Yes? Why not? 



 
 

We have the freedom to take a part in elections or do we have to fight for it all the time? What could 

encourage people to go to elections? Should there be more education about the EU in schools? Do you vote 

for politics or parties? 

4. How to vote for Erasmus + abroad? 

Yannis Kourtis: Why Voting is important? (small presentation) 

21/03/2019 

Stand in the premises of United Societies of Balkans with informative material and gadgets about 

European Union and EU Elections 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 


